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With the ending of each year resolutions come around, and after 
having survived a difficult year on our Island, we start thinking 
about personal and career resolutions for the upcoming year. 
Whether some of the same items make the list over and over 
again, or we are looking for new resolutions to add to our list, 
being able to put those ideas to paper and get organized before 
the New Year hits are crucial to success.

CASA, as an organization, is not exempt for making the list.  
As the current Board starts the last quarter of its term, it is  
important to work together with the incoming Board to  
establish and set the pace for our Association’s resolutions 
and new goals: work more efficiently within the members of 
the Board of Directors, share the work load more equally, keep 
enhancing our members benefits through alliances, promote the 
certifications of CAS & MAS within our distributors, reach out to 
the Industry’s local suppliers, use technology to our advantage, 
expand our community awareness about our Industry, etc.

I cannot be happier having Marilyn as my successor. During our 
almost four years together we envisioned a CASA reaching out 
far beyond what we were able to accomplish in it’s two 
 
 

years of existence. We made many lists of things to implement, 
to change, to give a try, but were not able to even begin to look 
into them because the limited resources and time we had while 
running the Association and our personal businesses.

Never the less, I am proud of what we were able to accomplish 
with the help of our board, and having set the bar higher to be a 
better and more committed Board to our CASA members. It has 
also set the base to move on with the new 2019 resolutions, and 
have the opportunity to implement those ideas we discussed 
in our many “let’s think out of the box” conversations. I know 
they’ll do a great job, and rest assured they will do even better 
than what we did… sit and watch!

And with this last magazine edition of 2018, I want to thank 
again all our colleagues in the States for the continued  
support you have given CASA and the local Industry- I know  
I have said this before, but I still don’t feel it is enough  
appreciation for all that you’ve given us. 

I hope that all of you, our friends in the US and here in PR, have 
a great Holiday Season and the best year ever in 2019.  
Remember to mark your calendars for our Show on February  
26-27th, and share with us the beginning of a new chapter  
in the history of CASA.

Yours always, 
 
 

Silvia
Silvia González M., CAS, BASI
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C H E C K  O U T  A L L  N E W  A R R I VA L S  AT  S A N M A R .C O M

START 
SOMETHING 
NEW

 

Introducing our best new arrivals 
for 2019 and beyond. 
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How to Make Your Customers Love You in 4 Steps
By Frederic Kerrest, COO and Co-Founder, Okta  www.inc.com

As technology has evolved, so have we--and so have consumer 
expectations. We don’t stand in the rain to hail a taxi anymore; we 
request a Lyft. We don’t settle for 9-5 business hours; we tweet, 
message and email businesses to voice praise or (more often) 
dissatisfaction in a 24-hour cycle. And we expect a response to our 
feedback in the time it takes to brew a cup of coffee.
If you want to deliver a delightful customer experience, you must 
understand these new rules of availability and accessibility in 
customer service. You must embrace the new and different platforms, 
entry points and tactics available to engage your users. Here are four 
key concepts to get you started:

1. Be as available (and engaging) as Netflix. Growing up, my dad 
was an investment banker. When he left the office he was “offline,” 
unreachable until he arrived home. Once home, clients could 
only reach him via the landline, or if he fired up the fax machine. 
Customers in those days accepted this as the norm. People didn’t 
perceive their access to technology as limited or expect products 
to be available on the go. But now, the standard is round-the-clock 
accessibility. Employees respond to emails on the bus and listen 
to conference calls while cooking dinner--and we expect the same 
flexibility and availability from the businesses we engage with.
So, how do we make constant availability a reality for businesses? 
The most robust approach is to invest in a customer success team 
that can work across time zones and respond quickly to customer 
inquiries, armed with the knowledge to troubleshoot problems. Don’t 
have international resources? There are tools for that. Identify reliable 
resources to update and manage customer experience--setting up 
an automatic callback system is one way to get ahead of customer 
frustration. Instead of waiting on hold, callers can be added to a 
queue, then hang up and receive a call when the customer team 
is ready. Chat bots or live chat features can also make for a better, 
quicker experience while ensuring that customers are answered 
promptly and accurately.

Netflix is a great example of a company that has incorporated 
constant availability into its customer experience. The site has 
the standard features like live chat and a comprehensive FAQ 
section (to help manage customer feedback and questions), but its 
customer support team is lively and engaged--even quirky! They are 
“encouraged” to drop the script and adopt TV and movie character 
personas. There’s plenty of research to show that consumers move 
on from a product if they experience insensitive or unresponsive 
support. Netflix recognizes that need and exceeds expectations in 
meeting those demands.

2. Be surprisingly convenient, and lose the friction.  Everyone has 
experienced it: a frustrating, hair-pulling interaction with customer 
support. Have you ever had to go to multiple platforms-an app, 
a website, and a call-center, to answer a question that should be 
clear? Or scrolled through a massive page on a tiny screen because 
a website wasn’t optimized for mobile? Ever had to repeat yourself 
multiple times to a mindless, automated voice machine that could 

not understand you? This friction gives users a markedly negative 
perception of the company, product or service. Consumers  
crave convenience, so make it a priority when building your  
customer experience.

A few examples: Nordstrom is an organization often applauded for 
its stellar customer service, so it should come as no surprise that 
it prioritizes customer convenience as well. In addition to building 
a reputation for its generous return policy, Nordstrom developed a 
tool called Reserve Online & Try In Store to offer a more streamlined, 
convenient experience for its customers. Then there’s One Medical, 
which developed a platform built entirely around the need to eliminate 
friction at the doctor’s office. One Medical recognized that going to 
the doctor is filled with inconveniences for patients: spending hours 
finding a doctor with the right specialty, making phone calls to verify 
insurance acceptance, navigating complicated portals, and dealing 
with limited office hours. Once they finally scheduled an appointment, 
they could expect to sit in the waiting room for an inevitably behind-
schedule doctor. One Medical makes patients’ lives easier by allowing 
them to do all those things, seamlessly, within a single app.

3. Keep it confidential.  Yes, experts have been ringing alarms about 
data privacy for a long time, but the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica 
scandal finally struck a chord with consumers. Since that news broke, 
research shows that 69 percent of consumers are concerned about 
security and privacy, and 68 percent no longer trust brands to handle 
their personal information appropriately.

A lot of companies are getting it, putting privacy first and building 
user experiences to meet this requirement. Apple has always taken 
the lead here, enacting multiple, strong privacy measures over the 
years, making headlines in the process. In 2016, the company refused 
the FBI’s demands to unlock an iPhone, citing fears that this would 
open the floodgates to the government requesting access to more 
and more devices. And more recently, Apple announced all apps 
need to retain a privacy policy in order to be listed on the company’s 
App Store--a bold move demonstrating a commitment to privacy and 
raising the bar by forcing all associated businesses to comply.

4. Make the investment to win it all.  Acquiring a new customer 
costs seven times more than maintaining an existing one, so it’s 
simple economics: companies need to invest in and prioritize existing 
customers. Some of the most successful, disruptive companies on 
the planet (think Adobe and Zappos) understand this and obsess over 
every detail of the customer experience.

These companies have embraced the evolution of the customer 
experience, and it’s why they win. They retain customers, save money, 
drive revenue and thrive because they consistently provide their 
customers with an accessible, streamlined and secure experience. 
With this attitude and a strong commitment to the customer 
experience, any company can achieve the same.

Management Session
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How to Make Your Customers Love You in 4 Steps
By Cliff Quicksell, MAS+ - President, Cliff Quicksell Associates

I find it quite amazing how few of the people I work with and interview 
truly know there clients. Both client and market intelligence are critical 
at having a successful business and moving the needle forward.

Some of you may have had clients that have been with you for 
some time, in fact, some of those clients may have developed into 
friendships. For the most part that is not the case, because in today’s 
world most people keep to themselves and are extremely busy 
and don’t have the time to grow those types of business/personal 
relationships. I find this to be more and more prevalent, but that’s a 
bridge we all need to cross.

Ponder this for a moment… What are your clients thinking?  What 
processes are they using to make their buying decisions?  Face it 
the sales and marketing process of today has changed dramatically. 
Buying cycles are longer. Companies are using teams to make 
decisions; which further extend buy cycles. Budgets are tighter and 
clients must know and expect that every dollar spent is measured. 
This further supports the notion that we must do things differently in 
order to remain competitive and profitable.

Going to Market…  What is your marketing strategy? Dropping off 
a catalog and the latest self-promotion pen, crossing your fingers 
hoping and praying the client or prospect says, “wow, order me 1,000 
of these in blue…” This is old school thinking and while you may get a 
hit once in a while, there are better methods. Additionally, this method 
pigeon-holes you in the clients mind as you being nothing more than 
a product provider.

Understanding Your Client Base… While working with my industry 
clients, I introduce a process where we do a complete analysis of 
their current clients. We chart each company’s gross sales, gross 
profit, number of orders, average order size etc. This is done for each 
customer and the entire client base is segmented by vertical and 
lateral markets. This is done to establish a baseline and launch pad 
for greater market penetration.

When was the last time you looked at your clients in this manner? 
Where are your best opportunities? What market segments give you 
the greatest return and profits? Give it a try; you’ll be amazed at  
your finding.

Next Step… Developing a vertical and lateral marketing structure 
will aid you in becoming more valued and relevant in that space. 
With time your name and company can go viral making you the go to 
company in that specific market.
 
Furthering this process we begin to analyze the nuances of those 
verticals – challenges, trigger points, hot buttons. Each of these 
becomes areas of opportunity to help your clients and prospects.

When we understand the client and their specific needs we become 
more relevant. This level of engagement and understanding leads to 
loyal clients, more sales and great profitability. MAKE NO MISTAKE, 
it takes work. Like a diet, you must retrain the way you eat, sleep, 
and exercise similarly in business; you must retrain your mind and 
activities to be more client focused and relevant as opposed to finding 
the next slick widget with your client’s logo.

One of best clients, who happens to be a dear friend now, has 
embraced this concept with amazing results. Working in one of the 
most depressed areas of the country has managed to take their 
business from $350K at 35% gross profit to over $750K at 52%+ 
gross profit. He is such a testament to the process –. As Rick Badiner, 
EVP at iPROMOTEu says, “…they’re all in and they get it!…” Note 
too, there is nothing special or unique about my friend, however they 
do understand that to be successful you must reinvent, engage and 
become relevant. They are masters at it.

How do you fare…?  Most people are either too busy or afraid to ask 
clients how they can improve. It reminds me of a quote from former 
talk show host Dick Cavett.

“It is rare the person who wants to hear what he doesn’t want to hear”

I encourage each of you to survey your clients quarterly. You will 
uncover some amazing data and information that can help you better 
serve your audience. I always look for ways I can improve, not just 
accolades – it’s true we do work hard, but there is always room for 
improvement in this area.

Years ago I remember surveying my clients and one of my top five 
clients gave me a horrible review, in fact they were on the way to 
replace me. Through this process we were able to address his 
concerns, right the issues and maintain him as a client for many 
years, in fact it tightened the relationship and made it much stronger.

Making it work…  I initially said it is hard work, but once in place 
and when it becomes a part of your culture the process becomes 
smoother and easier to execute.

Take the time to get to know your clients, study their industries and 
become more relevant. Doing so, will create a more solid business 
model for you and your clients will love you for it!

Continued Good Selling - CQ

Sales Tip
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7 Simple Social Media Moves That Work
by Allison Fass, Executive director, digital @ Inc.

Before he started to dole out social-media advice for entrepreneurs 
like you at Inc.’s recent GrowCo conference in New Orleans,  
Dave Kerpen, chairman of Likeable Media and now founder of 
offshoot Likeable Local, had a few things he wanted to get out of  
the way.First, he said, social media is not free. Second, it won’t  
bring you immediate results. And, third, it can’t make up for a bad 
product or service.
If you can cope with all that, you’re ready to learn how -and why 
-Kerpen still recommends you get involved:

1. Listen, Then Talk: A couple of years ago, when Kerpen went to 
Vegas, the check-in line at the Aria hotel where he was staying “took 
forever,” he said.  So Kerpen did what he does best--took to Twitter, 
and quickly posted: Waiting on line for 45 minutes at the Aria.  
Not worth it. #fail
Did he hear anything from the Aria? No. But he did hear from the Rio, 
a hotel down the street. Within two minutes, the Rio Tweeted back to 
Kerpen: Sorry you’re having a bad experience, Dave. Hope the rest of 
your time in Vegas goes well. Kerpen didn’t switch hotels on that trip, 
but where do you think he stayed the next time he went to Vegas? 
The Rio. And he “liked” the Rio on Facebook. And sometime later, a 
friend going to Vegas saw that Kerpen had “liked” the Rio, so asked 
if Kerpen would recommend the hotel. His response? “I don’t think 
it’s the fanciest, but I know that they listen,” Kerpen recalls telling that 
Facebook friend.

2. Respond (to Everyone!):  Kerpen said 60 percent of brands--
mostly big ones--currently do not answer customers or prospects 
on Twitter, Facebook, or other social media. As a result “you have a 
huge competitive advantage if you respond to your customers -and 
theirs,” he said. (Case in point: the Rio hotel in Vegas.)  If a customer 
complaints, don’t delete. Instead, you have an opportunity to respond 
publicly that you’re working to solve the problem, and will send a 
private message to the individual so it can be fixed.  “We all know that 
companies are going to make mistakes,” said Kerpen. “The problem 
isn’t when companies make mistakes, it’s when companies don’t 
say, ‘I’m sorry.’”  Instead, if you delete a complaint, you’re sending 
a message that the person who wrote it doesn’t matter, and you’re, 
in essence, “inviting him to go tell someone else, to start a petition,” 
warned Kerpen.  The only types of posts you should consider 
deleting? Those that are obscene, or bigoted.  When you respond, 
do it in your brand voice, whatever that is: serious, funny, full of puns, 
scientific, whatever. As long as it’s true to the brand.

3. Tell, Don’t Sell:  Social media is most powerful when you use it to 
tell personal stories, not to sell your products, Kerpen said.  Kerpen 
likes to tell the story of how, when he and his then fiancé couldn’t 
afford a lavish wedding, they raised $100,000 from sponsors and 
got married at Brooklyn Cyclones park. That personal story, he says, 
helped propel Likeable into a $7 million business.  Didn’t get married 

at Shea? Consider your humble beginnings, your personal leadership 
characteristics, customers who have overcome obstacles, employee 
challenges, and community or charity partnerships. Look at your 
employees, products, or customers, and identify a story people will 
want to talk about, and disseminate it across social media.  If yours 
is a business-to-business company, tell a story on social media using 
webinars, e-books, and white papers.  “The only thing better than 
telling your story on social media is to inspire your customers to tell 
your story,” said Kerpen.

4. Just Be You:  On this, Kerpen quoted Oprah Winfrey, who said: 
“I had no idea that being your authentic self could make me as rich 
as I’ve become. If I had I’d have done it a lot earlier.”  As Kerpen 
puts it: “When I am authentic, when I am vulnerable, when I am me, 
customers want to do business with me.”
 
5. Advertise (Better):  Social media is not just touchy-feely, said 
Kerpen. It can drive leads, and sales. On Facebook, rather than just 
get your ad in front of huge a swath of people, you can target the 
right people-based on job title, interest, age, location. “Every single 
piece of data that Facebook’s got on people you can target based on 
that,” Kerpen said. “What’s cooler than reaching a billion people on 
Facebook? Reaching the right 1,000, the right 100, the right 10, or the 
right one.”  Another perk of advertising on Facebook? Word-of-mouth 
endorsements. You can target ads against just the friends of people 
who have “liked” your brand on Facebook, and when those people 
see your ad, they will see listed the names of their friends who like 
your brand, too.  

6. Give Stuff Away:  If you take 10 percent off, you’re marketing, 
50 percent off, you’re giving away value, 100 percent off, you have 
loyal customers for life, Kerpen quipped.  Give away good content, 
webinars, articles, and white papers. “I’ve had two people come 
up to me and say, ‘Thank you for all that valuable information you 
gave away, I’m starting my own social media agency,’ but I also got 
dozens and dozens of inbound leads because of all the value we put 
out there,” said Kerpen. Recently, a new client told Kerpen she had 
$250,000 to spend on social media marketing she’d move to  
Likeable because of all the free, yet useful information the company 
has made available. 

7. Be Grateful:  In your social media posts, regularly thank your 
customers, and partners.  According to the non-profit organization 
DonorsChoose.org, Kerpen said, of those people who received a 
thank you note, 38 percent were more likely to donate again.  He 
writes three thank you notes every day. “It puts me in a great mood 
every single time,” he said.

Techie
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Tom Flanagan Tropical 
Tour 2018

This year the Tom Flanagan Show was held at the Double Tree 
by Hilton. Numerous suppliers visited Puerto Rico to support our 
membership and other distributors on the Island after Hurricane María. 
During this two day event suppliers introduced new products and 
services and on the other hand, they had the opportunity to know 
firsthand the recovery of our Island.

Bacardi Mixology Tour Party Bus, Cataño, Puerto Rico
On Tuesday July 31st, distributors and suppliers enjoyed a tour of 
Bacardi. People received a welcome drink at the visitor center and 
then started the visit hearing the history of Bacardí and the founders.  
At the end distributors and suppliers took the Mixology course, where 
they learned how to make a Cuba Libre, Lemon Daiquirí and Mojito. All 
participants also received a Mixology Course Certificate.
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Education Day with Cliff Quicksell, 
www.quicksellspeaks.com

For the second time, Cliff Quicksell, Jr, MAS +, the great international 
guru in sales and marketing, visited Puerto Rico to present a 3-hour 
seminar created especially for our membership.  He presented 
“Elevating Your Game… Blending the Best of Sales & Marketing 
Strategies to become your VERY BEST”, where the attendees had 
the opportunity to identify the forces that causes the struggles in our 
business and how to implement strategies to overcome those.  
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Leadership Development 
Workshop 2018
Grapevine, Texas

The annual Leadership Development Workshop (LDW) was hosted 
by PPAI and the Regional Association Council (RAC) last October 
in Grapevine, Texas. This year LDW welcomed nearly 150 volunteer 
leaders representing all 27 Regional Associations as well as PPAI board 
members.  From CASA, Silvia González M. and Marilyn D. Meléndez 
attended the event representing our Association. 
 
The Leadership Development Workshop is a multi-day event that 
started on Monday, October 15 with an opening dinner.  The following 
two days they offered an extensive curriculum designed to provide 
regional association leadership with numerous learning opportunities 
through general sessions, breakout discussions and idea-sharing 
activities.  For the last few years Silvia González M. and Marilyn D. 
Meléndez had participated in this event where they have learned 
new ways to manage the Association, make new connections and 
implement new initiatives.
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C.A.S.A. Welcomes PPAI 
in Puerto Rico 

EDUCATION 
On November 15th,  we had an AMAZING Seminar conducted by Kim 
R. Todora, Communications and Branding Strategist from PPAI.  The 
topics were Promotional Products Work! Week and Get in Touch!, 
both efforts developed by PPAI to drive traffic to Regional and Industry 
participant websites, educate Buyers and encourage business referrals 
to Promotional Products Consultants.

PPWW!- Promotional Products Work! Week is an annual  
five-day international event, aimed at raising awareness of  
promotional products’ role in advertising and marketing, and delivers 
the message that promotional products work to advertisers,  
marketers and media buyers.

The Get in Touch! Campaign was created to increase awareness and 
enhance the perception of the promotional products industry, as well  
as communicate the benefits of working with promotional consultants. 
The overall goal of the campaign is to direct a larger share of 
advertising dollars to the Industry.

After the seminar, attendees had a better understanding of the industry, 
the challenges and opportunities.  Now, they have new tools and 
knowledge to differentiate themselves from the competition.

On September 7th, we welcomed Bob McLean, CPA, CAE PPAI’s 
Executive Vice President, through the Regional Engagement 
Program.   Bob shared with C.A.S.A.’s Board of Directors a whole 
day workshop on Finances:  setting up our budget and giving advice 
on how to run our regional for 2019.  We appreciate the time and hard 
day’s, but most of all, we enjoyed being able to show him a little from 
Puerto Rico from North (San Juan) to South (Ponce)…making the 
most of the few free hours he had on our island.  



We keep an eye on the competition to ensure our  
prices are the lowest – and drop them if necessary.

Check out the entire Bullet’s Best collection at pcna.com/bullet.

2018-4159

Lowest Prices on the 
Products you want

125+ Top Sellers and new exclusives
Exclusive Styles And Retail Trends At The Lowest Prices 

One-Day Turn At No Extra Cost With SureShip®  

Made In USA And Kid-Friendly Products  

Deep Inventory For Big Orders And Programs  



SAVE UP TO 
20% OFF
Retail                    Prices

PANTONE COLOR BRIDGE
One Guide. Every Application.

Recommended 
For Distributors

Make it Brilliant.SMPPAI is an authorized Pantone® Dealer

www.regionalassociation.org/pantone

PPAI and SAGE deliver one comprehensive 
solution with PPAI membership and a 
SAGE Total Access subscription.

Visit sageworld.com/powerowo or call 800.925.7243 for more information.
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Más que solo alfileres...
contáctenos para productos emblemáticos y 

papel de semilla imprimible!

Número de teléfono: 
800.243.4321

Visite nuestro sitio web: 
www.gempire.com • www.floralpromo.com

ASI 55610 • PPAI 113471 • UPIC GEMPIRE • SAGE 55367
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Sebastian Arceo
2017 PPEF Scholarship Recipient
“There is nothing more moral than to 
serve others with education. At Loyola 
Marymount University, I will hold this 
belief as the core purpose for each of 
my endeavors and utilize education to 
better the lives of those around us.” 

My name is Sebastian 
and my mom is a promotional products sales rep.

Make success stories like these happen.  Visit PPEF.us to learn more.

The Promotional Products Disaster Recovery Foundation (PPDRF) was created by 
Promotional Products Association International (PPAI) and the Regional Association 
Council (RAC) to help promotional products industry members and non-members get 
back to business in the wake of a federally declared natural disaster. The foundation 
can help replace lost or damaged equipment, supplies, promotional products catalogs 
and samples; provide a work area; or give other assistance as needed to get a business 
up and running again. Since 2011 we have seen businesses devastated by hurricanes, 
tornadoes, floods and wildfires, and nearly $53,000 has been distributed by the PPDRF 
to support 33 promotional products businesses.  

Please consider making a tax-deductible donation to maintain foundation reserves so we 
can continue to provide assistance to industry colleagues in their time of need.

We hope you don’t experience a devastating 
loss, but if you do, we’re here to help.

Turning Tragedy Into Hope

PPDRF is recognized by the IRS as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Donations are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law. 
No substantial goods, or services are provided by the foundation in return for contributions.

Donate Or Apply For Assistance: 
ppai.org/ppdrf/donate

“Since September 2011, the 
Promotional Products Disaster 
Recovery Foundation (PPDRF) 
has distributed nearly $53,000 
to 33 applicants affected by a 
natural disaster.

Now is the time to rebuild the 
FOUNDATION so we can help 
when others need to rebuild 
theirs.

Will you help us?”
Jeff Thomas
Foundation Chair
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Beneficios que C.A.S.A. te ofrece por ser SOCIO:
• Grandes Descuentos en y Fletes Servicios de Transportación: 

 • 53% con ... solo con este beneficio recuperas tu inversión!
 • Carga aérea consolidada a menos de $1 por libra

 • Transportación Marítima

• Libro de cupones de descuento con tus suplidores favoritos a través de 

 cientos de dólares en ahorros en tus órdenes!

• Becas Universitarias Disponiblesa: PPEF Promotional Products Education Foundation.

• Sesiones Educativas durante el año para el Desarrollo Profesional. 

• Ayuda después de un desastre: PPDRF Promotional Products Disaster Foundation.

• Certificaciones Profesionales: CAS (Certified Advertising Specialist) y MAS (Master Advertising 
Specialist).

• Descuentos en cursos de tecnología como Office, Quickbooks, Redes Sociales, Páginas Web, 
y la Nube entre otros.

• Descuentos de Servicios Legales para cobro de deudas y reorganización.

• Newsletters y Revistas con información importante de la Industria.

• Descuentos en PPAI Y SAGE (Valorado en $450).

• Convención Anual con suplidores de EU y PR - Tropical Show. 

• Eventos Sociales y Oportunidades de Networking con suplidores y colegas de la Industria.

• Credibilidad y profesionalismo en tu carrera.

• Exposición mediante la oportunidad de participar y colaborar con la 
industria.  

• Inversión mínima en el costo de la matrícula, solo $0.41 centavos diarios. 

• Programa afiliado PANTONE® – Descuento de hasta 20% en cartas nuevas 
de PMS y un rebate de hasta $50.00 por actualizar las cartas viejas.

• Entrada gratis y/o Descuentos en actividades, seminarios y talleres 
exclusivos para la persona que sea socio activo.

• Derecho a votar en Asamblea y formar parte de la Junta de Directores

BENEFICIOS 
De pertecencer a 

Sobre $5,000 
en ahorros y beneficios!


